A ring R is called weakly * −reversible if ab = 0 implies that Rb * ra is a nil left ideal of R for all a, b, r ∈ R. In this paper, we continue the study of weakly * −reversible ring. We proved that weakly * −reversible rings are left min-abel and directly finite. Moreover, we show if R is weakly * −reversible, then R is clean ring if and only if R is an exchange ring. The relationship between strongly regular and weakly * −reversible is also investigated.
Introduction
Throughout this paper, all rings are associative with identity. Let R be a ring, we use N * (R), N (R), E(R) and U (R) to denote the nilradical, the set of all nilpotent elements in R, the set of all idempotents of R and the set of all invertible elements of R, respectively. According to Cohn [3] , a ring R is called reversible if ab = 0 implies ba = 0 for a, b ∈ R. A generalization of reversible rings is investigated in [14] , that is, a ring is called weakly reversible if ab = 0 implies that Rbra is a nil left ideal of R.
An additive mapping * : R → R is called an involution if (ab) * = b * a * and (a * ) * = a for all a, b ∈ R. If whenever aa * = 0, then a = 0, the involution * is called a proper involution. A ring with involution * is called * −reversible if ab = 0 implies b * a = 0 [6] . A generalization of * −reversible rings is given in [5] , that is a ring is called weakly * −reversible if ab = 0 implies that Rb * ra is a nil left ideal of R for a, b, r ∈ R. Clearly * −semi commutative rings (e.g., ab = 0 implies aRb * = 0 for all a, b ∈ R) are weakly * −reversible rings. A ring is abelian if every idempotent element of R is contained in the central of R.
An element a of a ring R is called left minimal if Ra is minimal left ideal of R [11] , and an idempotent e of R is called left minimal idempotent if e is a left minimal element of R. We use M E l (R) to denote the set of all left minimal idempotent elements of R. According to [11] , a ring is left min-able if every left minimal idempotent of R is left semicentral in R.
In this paper, an example given to show that weakly * −reversible rings are not necessarily abelian and so not necessarily semicommutative. We also show that Weakly * −reversible rings are left min-able and directly finite. Furthermore, it is shown that a ring R is weakly * −reversible if and only if for any n, the n−by−n upper triangular matrix T n (R) is weakly * −reversible ring.
Main Results
We start with the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Let R be a ring with involution, R is said to be a weakly * −reversible ring if ab = 0 then Rb * ra is a nil left ideal of R. for all a, b, r ∈ R.
The following lemma shall be useful in the proof of the results of this paper.
Lemma 2.1. The following conditions are equivalent for a ring R:
(1) R is weakly * −reversible ring.
Proof.
(1)⇒ (2) let a ∈ R and b ∈ l(a), then ba = 0 since R is weakly * −reversible ring.
, hence R is weakly * −reversible.
In order to establish that weakly * −reversible ring is a left min-abel ring and directly finite, we need the following remark. Remark 2.2. Let R be a weakly * −reversible ring, e is an idempotent element in R, then e(e − 1) = 0, since R is weakly * −reversible R(e − 1)
So, e ∈ N * (R), a contradiction. Thus, R(e * re) − Rre = 0 ⇒ ee * = e, and e * = ee * , hence, e = e * .
Proposition 2.3. Let R be weakly * −reversible ring. Then R is a left minabel ring.
Proof. Let e ∈ M E e (R) and x ∈ R such that y = xe − exe. Then ey = 0 and ye = y since Rye ⊆ Ree, it follows, Ry ⊆ Re, thus Ry = Re since Re is minimal. By lemma 2.1, y = ye ∈ r(e)e * ⊆ N * (R). So Ry = Re ⊆ N * (R), which is a contradiction. Thus, y = 0 and xe = exe, x ∈ R. Hence R is left min-abel. Proof. Let R be a weakly * −reversible ring and ab = 1. Then
, which implies 1 − e = 0, so ba = 1 and R is directly finite.
A ring is called regular if a ∈ aRa for a ∈ R. R is called a unite regular if for any a = aua for some u ∈ U (R). R is strongly regular if a ∈ a 2 R for all a ∈ R and n−regular if a ∈ aRa for all a ∈ N (R). By [13] clearly, strongly regular ⇒ unite-regular ⇒ regular ⇒ n−regular. Theorem 2.5. The following conditions are equivalent for a ring R with proper involution:
(1) R is strongly regular ring.
(2) R is unit regular and weakly * −reversible ring.
(3) R is weakly * −reversible and regular ring.
Proof. (1)⇒ (2) Since R is strongly regular, R is reduced and regular ring.
So, R is reversible and by [4, corollary(3. 2)], R is * −reversible. Now let ba = 0, then al(a) = 0 ∈ N * (R) since ab = 0. By reversibility of R, l(a) = r(a), so ar(a) = 0 ∈ N * (R). By [6, Lemma2.8] , [r(a)] * a ∈ N * (R) and a * r(a) = a * l(a) ∈ N * (R). By lemma 2.1, R is weakly * −reversible ring.
(2)⇒ (3) Is trivial.
(3)⇒ (1) We only need to show that R is reduced. Let a 2 = 0, a ∈ R. Since R is regular a = aba for some b ∈ R, let e = ba and g = ab then e 2 = e, g 2 = g, ae = a = ga and eg = ba 2 b = 0, so a(1 − e) = 0. Since R is weakly * −reversible ring by lemma 2.1, (1 − e)a ∈ (1 − e)l(1 − e), since (1 − e) * = (1 − e), it follows that, (1 − e)l(1 − e) ⊆ N * (R). Hence (1 − e)g = (1 − e)ab ∈ N * (R), since eg = 0 then g ∈ N * (R) and a = ga implies a = 0, so R is strongly regular ring.
Let R be a ring and a ∈ R then a is called Π−regular if there exists m ≥ 1 and b ∈ R such that a n = a n ba n , in case n = 1, a is called Von Neumann regular and a said to be strongly Π−regular if a n = a n+1 b and in case n = 1, a is called strongly regular. A ring R is called Π−regular and strongly Π−regular, if every element of R is Π−regular and strongly Π−regular respectively [12] . Proposition 2.6. Let R be a weakly * −reversible ring and x ∈ R then (1) 1f x is von Neumann regular, then x is strongly regular.
(2) If x is Π−regular, then there exist an e ∈ E(R) such that ex is Von Neumann regular.
(3) R is Π−regular if and only if R is strongly Π−regular.
(1) Let x = xyx for some y ∈ R. Write e = xy. Then e 2 = e and x = ex, it follows,(1 − e)x = x * (1 − e) = 0, since R is weakly * −reversible, R(1 − e)x * is nil right ideal of R. Thus there exist m ≤ 1 such that [y
Hence x is strongly regular.
(2) Let x be Π−regular, then x n = x n yx n , so x n is regular, by (1), x n is strongly regular. By [9] , x n = x n ux n and x n u = ux n , u ∈ U (R). Now, let e = x n u, then e ∈ E(R), x n = ex n and x n = ve where v = u −1 . Since (ex)(ux n−1 )(ex) = ex(x n−1 u)ex = eveuex = euvex = ex, hence ex is von Neurmann regular. In [10] , Warfield called a ring R an exchange if R ha a finite exchange property. In [8] , Nicholson showed that R is an exchange ring if and only if idempotents can be lifted modulo every left(right) ideal of R. Lemma 2.7. Let R be weakly * −reversible exchange ring, thenR = R/J(R) is abelian ring.
Proof. Let y ∈ E(R) for any v ∈R, set u = vy − yvy. Since R is an exchange ring, there is e ∈ E(R) such thatē = e + J(R) = y. Let a ∈ R such that a = v. Thenh = u, where h = ae − eae, so eh = 0, he = h. Since eh = 0 and R is a weakly * −reversible. it follows, Rh = Rer(e) = Rel(e * ) ∈ N * (R). Hence, h ∈ N * (R) ⇒ h ∈ J(R). Which implies u =0, so vy = yvy and every idempotent element of R is left semicentral. ThusR is abelian.
A ring R is called clean if every element of R is a sum of a unit and an idempotent and clean rings are always exchange rings [10] . Proof. Let R be a weakly * −reversible ring, let N (R) = 0, then there exists a 2 = 0, a ∈ N (R). Since R is weakly * −reversible ring, a
. So, the ideal Raa * R = 0 and it contained in N (R). Thus R is a NCI ring.
An element of a ring with involution is called a projection if p is a selfadjoint (p * = p) idempotent. A ring is said to be Rickart * ring if the right annihilator of each element is generated by a projection [1] .
Theorem 2.11. The following conditions are equivalent for a Rickart * −ring:
(2) ae = 0 implies Rera ∈ N * (R) for all a, r ∈ R and e ∈ E(R).
(3) eR(1 − e) ⊆ N * (R) for each e ∈ E(R).
(4) be = 0 implies Rera m ⊆ N * (R) for all a, r ∈ R, e ∈ E(R) and m ∈ Z + .
(1)⇒ (2) Is trivial.
(2)⇒ (3) Let e ∈ E(R). Since (1 − e)e = 0, Rer(1 − e) ⊆ N * (R) for each e ∈ R by (2). Thus er(1 − e) ⊆ N * (R).
(4)⇒ (1) Let ab = 0. Since R is Rickart * −ring, hence there exists a projection e such that ae = 0 and b = eb. By (4) Rexr ⊆ N * (R) for any x ∈ R. Especially, rb * ra = (Rb * )era ⊆ Rera ⊆ N * (R). Hence R is a weakly * −reversible ring.
Corollary 2.12. The following conditions are equivalent for a Rickart * −ring:
(2) xe = 0 implies Rera ∈ N * (R) for all x ∈ N (R), r ∈ R and e ∈ E(R).
(2)⇒ (3) Let e ∈ E(R). For any y ∈ N (R), ey(1 − e) ∈ N (R) and ey(1 − e)e = 0, by (2), Rerey(1 − e) ⊆ N * (R) for any r ∈ R. Especially,
. So by Theorem 2.11, R is weakly * −reversible ring.
Extensions of Weakly * −reversible rings
Note the class of weakly * −reversible rings is closed under subrings and finite direct products.
Proposition 3.1. Let R be a ring and I an ideal of R such that R/I is weakly * −reversible if I ⊆ N il(R) then R is weakly * −reversible.
Proof. Let x, y ∈ R, and xy = 0, thenxȳ = 0, so (r 1ȳ * r 2x ) n =0, for some positive integer n, wherer 1 ,r 2 ∈R. Thus (r 1 y * r 2 x) n ∈ I. Hence R is weakly * −reversible ring. Suppose R is weakly * −reversible ring. put
weakly * −reversible ring, and now proposition 3.1 implies that S is weakly * −reversible.
The following proposition follows immediately by induction on n.
Proposition 3.3.
A ring R is a weakly * −reversible ring if and only if for any n, the n−by−n upper triangular matrix ring T n (R) is a weakly * −reversible ring. Theorem 3.6. Let R be a ring and be a multiplicatively close subset of R consisting of central regular elements. Then R is weakly * −reversible if and only if −1 R is weakly * −reversible.
Proof. If −1 R is weakly * −reversible then R is weakly * −reversible since subring of weakly * −reversible is weakly * −reversible . Conversely, suppose R is weakly * −reversible. Put (u −1 a)(v −1 a) = 0, a, b ∈ R and u, v ∈ . Then ab = 0 and so Rb * ra ⊆ N * (R) for each r ∈ R. For any y = (s 
